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V&A BACHELOR´S BUTTON
The latest collaboration with the V&A explores a pattern by William Morris (1834–96), the English
designer and writer recognised as the leading figure of the Arts and Crafts Movement. His iconic
style drew on nature for inspiration, incorporating natural forms into repeating patterns with timeless
appeal. Bachelor’s Button is another name for cornflowers, a beautiful wild flower that Morris would
have encountered on country walks. Morris was an influential supporter of the South Kensington
Museum, now the V&A, playing a pivotal role in major acquisitions and contributing to the decoration
of the building. Today the museum holds the world’s most comprehensive collection of Morris’s works in
virtually every medium.

ABOUT THE V&A
The Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A) is the world’s leading museum of
art, design and performance. Founded in 1852 in London during the reign
of Queen Victoria to make works of art available to all, today it provides a
place of inspiration, discovery and learning through its mission to enrich lives
through design. The museum’s 145 galleries display the finest examples of the
decorative arts from textiles and ceramics to sculpture and photography.
The collaboration draws inspiration from the V&A’s incredible archive,
resulting in a range of home interior accessories that celebrate the beauty
and variety of pattern which the museum is renowned for.
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OUR STORY
Åry has produced high quality products in our own factory in Sweden since 1952. What began as a small
manufacturing industry has now developed into a successful interior design company. Our strength is a long
tradition of genuine craftsmanship, our everyday passion for natural materials and sustainable, functional
objects made by hand. Located in the deep Swedish forests, our most prominent source of inspiration is
nature. Both when selecting materials and designing our products.
WE HONOUR OUR ROOTS AND WELCOME THE FUTURE

OUR BRAND
Åry Home – Design for you
Over the years we have established a proud collaboration with several, globally renowned, artists and
designers who are dedicated to form our iconic interior design collections. We always strive to offer a wide
and vivid range to renew ourselves, while we also cherish timeless classics. Only the best authentic materials
are selected to guarantee the finest hand made products for delivery to our customers all over the world..

FSC ® - FOREST STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL ®
To protect the environment and handle nature’s resources with care is important to us. Therefore we fully
support FSC®:s work for sustainable forestry. Of the wooden products produced in our factory, approximately
95% of raw materials are produced by FSC® certified suppliers.
FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council®) is an independent, international member organization that promotes
responsible forestry both environmentally and socially. A global standard regulates the handling of raw
material for harvesting, protection of animal and plant life in the area and the working conditions. The high
requirements that must be met in each area ensure that the forest is used in a sustainable way to be used by
future generations.
Our certification no:
Our licensing no:

TUEV-COC-001057
FSC®-C137102

